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ADVANCED TO MAJOR GRADE

Robert W. Woodcock, who has been serving as a first lieutenant in the Medical Corps, has been advanced to the rank of major.

PERSONAL

LANCE CORPS

Dr. Edward K. Reid, who has been serving as a first lieutenant in the Corps of Medical Officers of the Medical Corps, has been advanced to the rank of major.

ROMAN PROMOTED TO MAJOR GRADE

Dr. Edward K. Reid, who has been serving as a first lieutenant in the Corps of Medical Officers of the Medical Corps, has been advanced to the rank of major.

DEPARTMENT STORAGE TO BE IN UTTICA

Warehouse Will Be Leased at $250, Annually

HOUSES FOR STAFF

Are Sought There

Officers May Move to Rome, If Place Available

Between 200 and 300 Air Corps Officers will be in Rome at the time of the meeting. These officers may be moved to Rome if a suitable place can be found for their use.
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